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Of the projected twenty-nine volumes of the astronomical section of the series of publications, the “Encyclopédie scientifique,” this is the fourth to appear. The earlier volumes—those of Salet, Bosler, and Boquet—were of high grade, and the present work in no way departs from their standard, though from the very nature of its purpose it is radically different in style. It is the first volume of the series, the general view of the whole subject, the broad survey; its various phases find in the other volumes the technical and detailed presentation.

American teachers and students will recognize that the arrangement of the various chapters, as well as the order of matter within the chapters, is similar to that of the various textbooks of Professor C. A. Young, and is therefore excellent. The view is modern; the important recent advances are generally noted.

It is to be hoped that the war and the consequent diversion of scientific thought will not put an end to, or greatly delay, this useful series of publications.

P. F.